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The usual hfetropolis ltfonte Carlo afgorithm, when applied to highiy associated liquids iike ST-2 water is _Ehown to be 
very siow in establishing equilibrium, and often Ieads to bottlenecks in configuration space. A new Jfgorithm is presented 
in which the Monte Carfo moves are biased in the direction of the forces and torques acting on tbe individual molecule. 
Comparison with the hfetropoiis scheme shows that this new method is mush more rapidly convergent. 

En this note we introduce a novel rapid& conver- 
gent Monte Carlo technique and apply it to the study 
of water where the common Metropolis procedure is 
very slowly convergent and often leads to bottlenecks 
in configuration space. 

In the Monte Carlo method [ 1,2] , various configu- 
rations of the system are sampled according to the 
I3oltzmann distributions 

exp HW~ t , . ..~~.I @k --- qip (II 

where Rj is a vector specifying bo*& the positions and 
o~entations of molecule j. For rigid linear molecufes 
Ri is a five component vector whereas for rigid non- 
iinear molecuies Rj is a Six component vector. dRj is 
the appropriate volume element. 

To generate a set of contigurations that are dis- 
tributed according to eq. (I), Metropolis et al. [ 1,2J, 
devised a scheme according to which a new configu- 
ration R’ = (R’ t , .-Rh) is generated from an aid con- 
f~~r~~o~ R = (42 1, -RN) by sampling a prescribed 
transition probabihty, T(R’lR), and this new con- 
figuration is accepted with probability 
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and rejected with probab~~ty 4 = I -p_ In tbls way 
a random walk over con~guratiou space is generated. 
Averages over the distribution (1) are obtained by 
weighting old configurations with Q and new con- 

figurations by p f3] _ 
Up to this point the method is quite general. Usu- 

ally the configuration is changed by single particie 
moves. First particle 1 is moved and this move is 
either accepted or rejected according to eq. (3) then 
this is repeated for psrtiele 2,3 . ..K The full cycle 

of moves is then repeated. Thus aI1 that need be speci- 
fied is the transition probability for a single particfe 
move. For atomic fluids, particlei is dispiaced from 
Rj to .Ri where Ri is randomly sampfed between Ri - 
$ARo andRj-t-$A.&. The maximum value of the 
move is $ARu = (fhuu, qAyu. $A+) and the larger 
this parameter the Isrger the region of configuration 
space sampled in 3 fixed number of iterations, but 
AR0 cannot be made arbitrariiy large because most 
of the moves will then be rejected. The transition 
probability for the single particle move is then 

QR;$) = (Ax0 Ayu AZ&‘, i3Rj ED; 

=O, 6Rj $ D* 
(3) 

Here HQ denotes the particular choice of Sx, Sy, and 
Sz and D denotes the domain defined by the above 
inequalities, Similarly for moiecuIes, the translational 
and rotational moves are sampled randomly from 

4x3 
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some domain D. For uniform sampling the ratio of 
the transition probab~~ti~s in eq, (2) is unity. 

This procedure, correct tl~~.~gh it is, does not con- 
verge rapidly when applied to strongly angle depen- 
dent potentials like the water potential where it leads 
to bottlenecks in configuration space. In fact, previ- 
ous Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics studies on 
water do not agree 143 _ A little thought shows that 
the moves in molecular dynamics are usually biased 
in the direction of the intermolecular forces, arzd 
torques, whereas the moves sampled according to 
eq_ (4) by the usual Metropolis prescription gives 
equal weight to moves par&ei to the forces as to 
those antiparallel to those forces. It occurred to us 
that if we built this bias into ?‘(JQ&), rapid con- 
vergence might result*. 

We propose to modify the standard Metropolis 
scheme by biasing the moves to be along the Forces 
and torques_ If T(RJ-IRi) a e -BVGR’) - IS substituted in- 
to eq. (2) it is readily seen that the acceptance prob- 
ability with be unity_ Of course this procedure is not 
feasible since it presupposes knowledge of the very 
distribution required_ Expansion of V(R’) around R, 
gives for the one particle move 

ZV$V$.) = c exp C_P[O,i V(R)] *“R/3, VSRi ED; 

= 0, otherwise, 

(4) 
where c is the normalization constant and where V, _ 

is the gradient operator with respect to the position6 
and angles. For mouatom~c fluids, - VR _ Jf(R I, . . ..R~) 
is the force fj on particle j_ T then simdlifies to 
c exp (Pr;;:-SRi>. This clearly shows that displacements 
are more often made ir, the direction of the force 
than otherwise_ Detailed balance however is still sat- 
isfied. 

For polyatomic molecules 7’ = c exp /3(+55 
+ Nj.8 a/> where fj, NP 6~ and 6wi are respectively 
the total force, torque, center of mass displacement 

* In several previous papers, various attempts have been made 
to improve the efficiency of the Monte Cado technique. 
In the study of many-body quantum system ES] a force 
biasing technique was used_ Because T was chosen to be 
linear in F-6r, and because N particle moves were made, 
the acceptance ratio decreased by a factor of ten, and the 
method was not pursued. The transition probability has al- 
so been modified in various attempts to use importance 
sampling (see ref. f2) ) and to simulate the gas-liqrid inter- 
face (see ref. [6 1). 
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and angular displacement of molecule j. The precise 
form of N~*~~~ depends, of course, on the particular 
angles used to defme the molecular orientations. in 
a more extensive paper we show how to appIy eq. (3) 
to 2 wide variety of representations including simuia- 
tions involving reshaping using holonomic constraints 
171, and simulations involving Euler angles. Here we 
restrict our attention to a more straightforward pro- 
cedure_ 

Our new force-bids method is applied to the study 
of ST-2 water molecules ES]. First an axis R‘ is chosen 
at random from one of the three or~ogon~ spaced 
fmed axes &j, 2). Then the molecule is rotated 
around this axis by an angle, ?X’+ a+ and the transla- 
tional displacement 67 = @xi, Sri, 8zi) are sampled 
according to the distriiutions 

nRiIRj) = c exp p(J$*Gq I- (ffj+)“Bi), GRjED; 

=o 9 6R+D, (‘) 

where c is the normalization constant, I;;- and Ni are 
the force and torque acting on molecul<i before it is 
moved (when it is at Ri>. The domain D is defmed 
such that the translational and angular displacements 
must be written -d A 4 SXj, Sri, SZ~ < $A and 
-$A0, G S&Q d 5 A&, _ In the following simulations 
we take $A = 0.10 and $Ae, = 0.1047 radians where 
(T is the Lennard-Jones parameter in ST-2 water (o. = 
3.1 A). 

It is important to recognize that if uniform sam- 
pling were made in this domain this procedure would 
be identical to the one ~troduced by Watts in his 
Monte Carlo study of water using the Ben-N&m-- 
Stillinger potential [9]. We have been calling this uni- 
form sampling the Metropolis scheme and to avoid 
ambiguity we shall continue to call it this. We now 
compare the force-bias scheme to the Metropolis 
scheme for ST-2 water. 

2. Results and discussion 

The efficiency of the new method is demonstrated 
in fig_ 1_ Starting from a lattice configuration with 
216 Hz0 moiecufes with random orientations and 
interacting with an ST-2 potential, a Monte Carlo run 
was made using the standard Metropolis walk appro- 
priately tailored to water using the Watts prescription 
and a temperature of 283 K. After 500000 attempted 
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Fig_ I_ The average potential energy (in units of E) as n func- 
tion of the number of attempted moves (1 pa.% = 216 attempt- 
ed moves) at T = 283 K- The points denote averages over 5 
passes. Curves (a) and (b) correspond respectively to the kfe- 
tropotis schema and the force-bias scheme starting from the 
same high energy confiration. Curves (c) and (d) corw- 
spend respectively to the force-bias scheme and the hfetrop- 
olis scheme starting with a confguration from equilibrated 
molecular dynamics run at 283 K. 

moves with an acceptance ratio of 0.43 the average 
potential energy per particle W?, settled down to a 
value of -130.5 f f 0.2 E (E = 5.3 1 X IO-l5 erg). 
Starting with the foal configuration of this run {V = 
-129.6 e) two Monte Carlo runs were made. One of 
these runs was carried out using the standard Metrop- 
olis scheme (curve a of fig. 1) whereas the other was 
carried out using our force-bias scheme (curve b of 
fis. 1). The standard scheme generated a walk in con- 
figuration space (with acceptance ratio 0.43) that tluc- 
tuated around a “bottleneck” with a mean potential 
energy per particle (v) = -130.5 E 2 0.2 f, Our force- 
bias scheme generated a quite different walk (with 
acceptance ratio 0.65). First V rapidly decreased and 

then fluctuated around a steady value of -133.5 e t 
0.4 E which is considerably lower in energy than that 
given by the standard method. 

Rahman and StiBinger [8J have studied 2 16 Hz0 
molecules interacting with an ST-2 potential at the 
temperatures T = 270 K, 283 K, 39 I K by molecular 
dynamics. At T= 183 K, their potentiaf energy per 
particle fluctuates around the average (v) = -137.4 e. 
This is indicated in fig. I. It is dear from this that the 
force-bias Monte Carlo is much closer ta molecular 
dynamics than the standard Metropolis technique. 

Nevertheless &e two methods do not seem to agree. 
The same behavior was observed at the Iower temper- 
ature T = 270 K where molecular dynamics gives WI 
= -141.25 E and the force-bias technique gives <v> = 
-136.2 E C 0.5 E. 

Further comparison between the two Monte Carlo 
methods gives a very striking result. Starting with a 
configuration generated by molecular dynamics at 
283 K with V = -135.5 E, the standard Metropolis 
technique at T = 283 K generates a waIk in configun- 
tion space (curve d) which fluctuates around -135.0 E 
i 0.2 e. Starting with the same contigurztion, the 
force-bias technique (curve c) at T = 283 K generates 
a walk that very rapidly returns to equilibrium and 
fluctuates around the same average potential energy 
per particle that it reached starting from a higher 
energy con~gurat~o~ (curve a)_ It is clear that the 
force-bias method rapidly generates a unique equiizb- 
rium state independent of initial configuration where- 
as the standard technique either gets stuck in bottle- 
necks or equilibrates so slowly that a drift towards 
~u~b~urn is not even perceived over the run lengths 
studied here. 

Comparison of curves a and b of fig_ f shows that 
the amplitude of potential energy fluctuations is 
greater for the force-bias scheme, than for the Metrop- 
olis scheme. It is an interesting consequence of this 
that the predicted heat capacity will be smaller in the 
Metropolis scheme than in the force-bias scheme. 
Care must therefore be exercised in drawing any con- 
clusions about heat capacity from standard Monte 
Carlo studies of water. 

It is well known that for temperatures greater than 
323 K water behaves iike a normal liquid. Thus at 
high temperatures we expect that the hydrogen bond 
network will be disordered. It is interesting to com- 
pare molecular dynamics and the two Monte Carlo 
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Fig. 2. The averaBe potential energy (in units of c) at T= 
391 K, piorted as a function of the number of attempted 
moves. The points denote averages over 5 passes (1 pass = 
216 attempted moves). Curve (a) corresponds to the force- 
bias scheme and curve (b) to the Bfetropolis scheme. 

methods at the hig?r temperature, T = 39 1 K_ In fig. 2 
curve a corresponds to the force-bias scheme and 

curve b corresponds to the Metropolis scheme. All 
methods go to the same equilibrium state with statis- 
tically indistinguishable average potential energies; 

%fD = - 1159 E, (~?b*etropolis = -115.5 e + 0.3 ~ 

and enforce bias = --I 15.5 E 20.4 c. ft is clear from 
fig_ 2 that the force-bias scheme conkerges much more 
rapidly than the standard Metropolis scheme even for 
temperatures where the hydrogen bond network is 
substantially broken. Thus for both low and higb tem- 
peratures this is the method of choice. 

Several questions emerge from the preceding dis- 
cussion_ First and foremost is why do the force-bias 
simulation and the molecular dynamics simulation 
disagree at Iow temperatures? It is important to rec- 
oggize that in molecular dynamics the pair force is 
set equal to zero when the pair separation exceeds a 
certain distance ro. The trajectories that are generated 
correspond to a shifted potential 4(r) - @(PO). Un- 
fortunately, in the molecular dynamics simulations 
the potential at the cut-off, i3(ro>, varies with orien- 
tation_ In certain orientations cpfro) can be positive 
(where the hydrogens in both molecules point to- 
wards each other) and in other orientations it can be 
negative_ Where it is positive, the shifted potential 
has a deeper well depth than would the unshifted po- 
tential and therefore leads to a lower average poten- 

tial energy WI. In the Monte Carlo technique, we 
deal with a truncated but unshifted potential. Thus 
we are really comparing two different systems and 
should not ready expect agreement. 

This prompted us to study a droplet of water at 
low temperatures with the infmite range ST-2 poten- 
tial. Molecular dynamics and the force-bias Monte 
Carlo give identical results when applied to a droplet 
containing 27 molecules at T = 283 K. However fur- 
ther studies are required using larger droplets to shed 
iigbt on this problem 

The main thrust of this paper is to present a new 
Monte Carlo procedure - the force-bias method - 
which is more efficient than the usual Metropolis 
scheme. The extra computational burden is more 
than offset by the increased efficiency of the simula- 
tion. This paper shows that Monte Carlo studies on 

highly structured fluids can be very misleading. it sp- 
pears that at low temperatures, these procedures can 
get trapped into con~gurat~on~ bottlenecks. Al- 
though the force-bias method is preferable to the 
standard Metropolis scheme it is very important that 
any sampling method be explicitly tested to see that 
a unique equilibrium state has been achieved. 
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